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College Students Attendance Rates - AoC Survey 2021 
 

The Association of Colleges (AoC) represents 90% of the 232 colleges in England 

incorporated under the Further and Higher Education Act 1992 and has several 

associate members. 

  

This survey was developed to support AoC’s work with DfE and Ofsted on 

recovery, assessment 2022 and inspection.   

 

The survey specifically looked to gather information on overall attendance rates, 

rates for the last four years, English and maths attendance rates in 2021, English 

and maths attendance for the last four years, student attendance by subject 

area, staff attendance and reasons, interventions, and benchmarking of student 

attendance. 

 

The data collected shows a remarkable and slightly surprising consistency in 

attendance rates at a sector level including during the pandemic, though 

colleges identified Covid as a major cause of absence. Colleges identified some 

subject areas as being particular areas of concern (for example construction, 

maths and preparation for life and work). There are also variations at college 

level and there are no national standards for attendance monitoring so some of 

these variations may result in differences in the way absences are coded.  

 

The survey collected data in autumn 2021 so did not capture any changes in 

January 2022 as a result of Omicron-related absence.   

 

The report has lots of detailed information about attendance practices in 

colleges. If you have comments or suggestions for a future survey, please 

contact David Corke, Director of Education & Skills Policy.  

 

  
  

mailto:david.corke@aoc.co.uk
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Responses 
 

72 colleges responded (31% of total in England). 

 

Type 

Number of 

responses 

Number of 

colleges in 

England 

Percent 

within 

type 

General further education college 61 163 37% 

Sixth form college 4 45 9% 

Specialist college 7 24 29% 

        

Total England* 72 232 31% 

        

Other 4     

        

Total survey responses 76     

*Excludes ‘Other’  

 

Region 

Number of 

responses 

Number of 

colleges in 

region 

Percent 

within 

region 

Eastern region 5 22 23% 

East Midlands 4 13 31% 

Greater London 11 33 33% 

North East 8 14 57% 

North West 10 41 24% 

South East 14 36 39% 

South West 5 22 23% 

West Midlands 5 24 21% 

Yorkshire and the Humber 10 27 37% 

        

Total England* 72 232 31% 

* Excludes ‘Other’    
 

Overall student attendance rates  
 

The survey responses show that, across a four year period, that trend lines have 

not changed significantly and findings for 2021 against the previous periods are 

not much different.  Anecdotally, we had heard that attendance had been 

affected but at a macro level we are not seeing this from the data provided from 
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respondents to the survey.  There is some subject specific attendance variability 

which is covered in the report. 
 

In autumn term 2021 what is your overall student attendance rate average for 

each of the following age groups: 

 

1. The median response for overall student attendance rates was 88%.  For 16-

18 year olds it was 87% and for adults it was 87%. 

 

What was the end of year headline attendance rate, for students of ALL AGES, 

for each of the last four years? 

 

2. The figures below show the previous four years’ attendance rates for all age 

groups and show that there has not been any significant change in the 

autumn term 2021 (88%) in comparison with the last four years apart from a 

marginal 1% increase.  

 

2017/18: 86% 

2018/19: 87% 

2019/20: 87% 

2020/21: 87% 

(median rates) 

 

What was the end of year headline attendance rate, for students aged 16-18, for 

each of the last four years? 

 

3. The figures below show the previous four years’ attendance rates for 16-18 

year olds and show that there has been no change in the autumn term 2021 

(87%) in comparison with the previous three years. 

 

2017/18: 86% 

2018/19: 87% 

2019/20: 87% 

2020/21: 87% 

(median rates) 

 

What was the end of year headline attendance rate, for adult students, for each 

of the last four years? 
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4. The figures below show the previous four years’ attendance rates for adult 

learners and show that there has been no change in the autumn term 2021 

(88%) in comparison with last year. 

 

2017/18: 85% 

2018/19: 86% 

2019/20: 86% 

2020/21: 88% 

(median rates) 

 

English and maths student attendance rates 
 

In autumn term 2021 what is your overall student attendance rate average for 

English and maths (level 2 and below) for each of the following age groups: 

 

5. The median response for overall student attendance rates were 79%, for 16-

18 year olds it was 77% and for adults was 82%. 

 

What was the end of year headline English and maths (Level 2 and below) 

attendance rate, for students of ALL AGES, for each of the last four years? 

 

6. Attendance rates for students of all ages in English and maths (Level 2 and 

below) are slightly higher in autumn term 2021 (79%) than in previous years, 

but not quite at the level that they were pre-Covid-19 (2017/18 and 2018/19). 

 

2017/18: 80% 

2018/19: 80% 

2019/20: 78% 

2020/21: 76% 

(median rates) 

 

What was the end of year headline English and maths (Level 2 and below) 

attendance rate, for students aged 16-18, for each of the last four years? 

 

7. Attendance rates for English and maths (Level 2 and below) for 16-18 year 

olds in autumn term 2021 (77%) have increased slightly on last year (75%) but 

are not as high as in the previous three years. 
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2017/18: 78% 

2018/19: 79% 

2019/20: 78% 

2020/21: 75% 

(median rates) 

 

What was the end of year headline English and maths (Level 2 and below) 

attendance rate, for ADULT students, for each of the last four years? 

 

8. Attendance rates for English and maths (Level 2 and below) for adult learners 

in autumn term 2021 (82%) have fallen slightly on last year (83%) but are 

broadly in line or slightly above those in the previous three years. 

 

2017/18: 82% 

2018/19: 81% 

2019/20: 81% 

2020/21: 83% 

(median rates) 

 

Student attendance in different programme areas 
 

Does the overall student attendance rate at your college vary SIGNFICANTLY by 

subject area? 

 

9. YES: 44% 

NO: 56% 

 

How does the attendance rate for each of the subject areas listed below 

compare to the overall average student attendance rate at the college? 

 

10. Attendance rates are better than overall average in many subject areas but 

there is some variability at subject level.  Attendance seems to be better for 

subjects such as ICT, Arts, Media and Publishing, Education and Training and 

History, Philosophy and Theology with over 50% of respondents saying rates 

were better than average. 

 

11. Areas for concern, where attendance rates are worse than overall average, 

would be Construction, Planning and the Built Environment (46%), 

Languages, Literature and Culture (48%), Preparation for Life and Work (45%) 

and English and maths (Level 2 and below) with 82% of respondents saying 
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attendance rates were worse than overall average. 

 

How does the attendance rate for each of the 

subject areas listed below compare to the overall 

average student attendance rate at the college? 

Better 

than 

overall 

average 

Similar 

to 

overall 

average 

Worse 

than 

overall 

average 

Health, Public Services and Care 44% 40% 15% 

Science and Mathematics 25% 47% 28% 

Agriculture, Horticulture and Animal Care 44% 44% 12% 

Engineering and Manufacturing Technologies 38% 38% 24% 

Construction, Planning, and the Built Environment 14% 40% 46% 

Information and Communication Technology (ICT) 60% 31% 9% 

Retail and Commercial Enterprise 40% 48% 12% 

Leisure, Travel and Tourism 47% 44% 9% 

Arts, Media, and Publishing 60% 37% 3% 

History, Philosophy and Theology 51% 46% 3% 

Social Sciences 34% 47% 19% 

Languages, Literature and Culture 18% 34% 48% 

Education and Training 57% 34% 9% 

Preparation for Life and Work 24% 31% 45% 

Business, Administration, Finance and Law 31% 49% 20% 

English and maths (Level 2 and below) 3% 15% 82% 

ESOL 26% 44% 30% 

 

Students attendance: reasons, interventions and benchmarking 

 
If you are seeing poor student attendance what is the cause? 

 

12. Causes of poor student attendance were Covid infection (75%), self-isolation 

(74%), anxiety or other well-being concerns (88%), caring for relatives (28%). 
 

13. 31% of respondents citing other reasons including: employers keeping 

apprentices at work; general disengagement from learning after lockdown; 

fatigue after a long period of remote learning; general illnesses; mental 

health and a nervousness about travelling into the city centre on public 

transport; young people under pressure to take on paid work where other 

family members have lost their jobs; and others said that they felt that some 

16 year olds are not adapting to being back in a structured learning 

environment having missed so much schooling. 
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What interventions are you putting in place to address poor student 

attendance? 

 

14. 75% of respondents said that they were sending text message reminders to 

students.  96% said that they were making phone calls to students or 

contacting parents/carers and 95% said they were utilising their colleges’ 

behaviour, attendance, or behaviour policy.  28% said they were using other 

interventions which included one-to-one tutorials with individual students, 

using attendance incentives, putting in place online learning and some were 

offering counselling services where learners had mental health and anxiety 

issues.   

 
How important is it to benchmark your students’ attendance with that of other 

providers? 

 

15. 80% of respondents said that it was important or very important to 

benchmark their students’ attendance with that of other providers.   

 

If important, how easy is it to benchmark your students’ attendance across the 

sector currently? 

 

16. 87% of respondents said that it is currently either difficult or very difficult to 

benchmark their students’ attendance with that of other providers. 

 
What are the key barriers to being able to benchmark student attendance across 

the sector? 

 

17. Responses included: 

 

Access to an average attendance value from all organisations to benchmark 

against. 
 

Access to numbers not readily available. Recording of attendance across 

institutions not uniform.  Difficult to separate different categories of 

institutions. 

 

Agreement of a methodology to ensure comparing like for like and ensuring 

data integrity. Also, providers’ willingness to share attendance data and who 

would co-ordinate the returns.  Requirement to benchmark to comparable 

Colleges based on curriculum profile. 
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Any benchmarking needs to consider variable contexts which is difficult, 

particularly in the light of Covid-19 restrictions.   There are no standard 

measures at present – authorised absence vs unauthorised, some colleges 

only accept absence request from parent/carer if under 18 some allow the 

student to say they are absent, so colleges don’t use the late mark whereas 

some do. 

 

Comparable data dependent on provision mix  i.e., including Higher 

Education and Level of provision. 

 

Consistent approach to recording absence. We record all absence (even 

authorised) as absent; this is not the case for all providers.  Type of college 

i.e., rural/urban. 

 

Different rules for measuring attendance across different providers. 

 

Even if data was available, the methodologies of reporting would be different 

in terms of what marks are classed as negative, positive or have no part in 

the calculations.  Until a consistent and uniformly applied attendance logic is 

agreed or enforced then each institution will calculate attendance in subtly 

different ways. 

 

Inconsistency of approach across the sector.  For example, should we have 

authorised absence and, if so, what can be authorised?    What level of 

attendance do students have at secondary school (locally, regionally, 

nationally) - how can we gauge whether we're improving individuals' 

attendance? 

 

Institutions would be reluctant to share poor attendance rates. 

 

No central methodology/reporting mechanisms. 

 

Providers use different ways of measuring attendance e.g., what counts as 

positive, negative, and neutral/authorised attendance.  Exclusions from 

attendance reports also varies e.g., withdrawals included/excluded pre or 

post census. 

 
Do you have any further comments on student attendance? 

 

18. One college reported that they are based in a town that was regularly 

reported on the news as having very high infection rates throughout the last 

lockdown and even when most of the country returned to some normality 
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the local area still had additional restrictions.  This is still having an impact, 

especially on adult learner volumes, as people are nervous about coming 

together.  Although the rules on self-isolation have relaxed, individuals are 

still choosing not to come in if people they have had contact with, in or out of 

College, have tested positive or just feel unwell. 

 

Other comments from colleges included: 
 

COVID and lockdowns have taken their toll on student attendance and 

behaviour (which can lead to a lack of attendance). 

 

General attendance is of concern this year, although we're not really sure 

where we are placed within the sector. However, Maths and English 

attendance gap is widening despite intervention taking place. It would be 

good to understand what strategies other colleges use. 

 

It would be useful to consider attendance patterns across blended delivery 

models for adults. 

 

Students have struggled with returning to college after an extended period of 

being out of college - some find full days very long and struggle to 

concentrate for the full week. We are having to re-teach these habits. 

Students have got out of the habit of getting up every day and coming into 

college. We are continuing to deliver a part of some programmes online and 

the feedback for this is inconsistent across groups in terms of whether 

attendance is better face-to-face or in person. 

   

The college has seen areas of declining attendance, but other areas have 

stayed stable or increased. Prior attainment level was already a factor in 

attendance patterns and Covid has made it more difficult but, with a process 

for remote learning, has become manageable. 

 

Vital that a blanket approach on attendance data is not undertaken due the 

complexities that surround this issue through restrictions, deprivation, 

location etc. 

 

Definitive judgements cannot be made on an individualised basis in 

comparison with sector or national averages unless all recording and 

reporting is standardised, and locality issues considered. Supporting 

attendance is becoming an increasingly complex matter with a significant 

broadening of staff skills to approach an increasing range of issues to 

support learners. Disengagement in specific areas such as maths and English 
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is a significant factor colleges deal with on a day to day basis. 

 

We saw attendance improve during national lockdowns. I think this was 

because of a number of reasons: nowhere else for the learners to go 

removed the temptation for learners to find work; some lessons/subjects 

were better delivered online; some students were better suited to online 

attendance; teachers were more aware of non-attendance. 

 

We use daily automated parent text messaging that has helped to 

significantly improve our attendance over the last few years and reduced the 

burden on staff. 

 

Staff attendance 

 
Are you continuing to experience staff absences due to Covid-19 that result in 

remote digital learning for some students? 

 

19. 62% of colleges that responded said that they were continuing to experience 

staff absences due to Covid 19 which were resulting in remote digital learning 

for some students.  38% were not having these issues. 

 

20. One college said that they have had a small number of staff with health 

issues that have been exacerbated by Covid (either due to reduced levels of 

activity or anxiety or delays for treatment due to Covid) which has resulted in 

the college needing to keep some groups online for part of their programme 

when the college’s preference would be to have them in College. The same 

college is also currently experiencing some disruption due to Covid cases 

which adds pressure to already stretched staffing situations which have then 

resulted in the college needing to move some learning online because of 

significant staff shortages.   

 

21. Another said that they had had difficulty in small pockets of provision where 

all the experts and/or cover staff were absent, but that, generally, they were 

not having to move many classes online. The challenge for others was where 

colleges don't have enough staff to cover onsite classes if a teacher is 

isolating due to a positive COVID test.  This is compounded by high level of 

non-COVID related sickness and also vacancies that colleges can't recruit to.  

This is adding increasing pressure to teachers and cover supervisors. Another 

said that financial restraints caused by insufficient funding is making 

recruitment difficult and the use of bank staff prohibitive. 
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22. Other colleges said that the number of staff and students with Covid is very 

low and delivery is continuing with no impact to learning. 

 

23. Another college said that the availability of cover staff or agency cover in 

some specialist subject areas was a challenge.  

 

24. Additionally, some colleges are still reporting that, where they have to move 

learning online due to staff having to self-isolate, there are still challenges 

with learners having access to appropriate IT kit and internet connection. 

 

 

Association of Colleges – January 2022  


